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Ask your mind about everything

Sun Myung Moon
July 3, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Hwa Gung in Las Vegas on 6.3 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech titled “Love All People,” given on Monday, Oct. 5, 1969.

“Centering on my position, which is leading from the front, many complicated issues are related and intertwined.
I cannot rely on holding a small corner of a country, and I have to grab the whole of it. Human desire is to be
realized step by step and you should not retreat. You have to live that way. The outcome of your efforts must be
able to be bigger by meeting each other, and then heavenly blessing awaits for you.”

Rev. Chang Shik Yang’s report: “As you know, on June 13, 2006 (when True Parents had the ceremony of
entering the palace), five years after God’s coronation ceremony, True Parents completed the palace at Chung
Pyung where they can directly attend to God. That is the central palace for True Parents. At that time, True
Parents had the special ceremony of sharing with continental directors the national anthem, national flag, and
representative flowers of Cheon Il Guk. After this Cheon Hwa Gung was purchased, we asked Father to make
his calligraphy and he wrote… (which later became this year’s motto). Actually we just expected Father would
write ‘Cheon Hwa Gung’ and he gave us totally different calligraphy. Though the building on Bermuda road was
named ‘Pyeong Hwa Wang Gung (Peace Palace),’ he gave us a truly significant calligraphy again on 5.22 by the
H.C. when True Parents visited there. It is…”

He later explained how they had been remodeling the building according to Father’s direction.

Rev. Sun Jo Hwang’s report as to who is responsible person for Las Vegas providence: When Father started his
work in Las Vegas, I remember he said “If I have five true Unificationists, I have a desire to start again.” Also he
said when leaving for Las Vegas, “Dark clouds are coming.” I have deeply debated with myself on what he said
thinking why he said those words. Father said in Las Vegas “Find at least 20 righteous people here,” and
assigned us special intelligence personnel, and there are 24 agents, 12 Able and 12 Cain.

Regional leader Rev. Wongeun Park’s report: I call True Parents my parents since I want to feel them more
closely, and I want to call with the same heart as my parents call Him. My anguish has been how I introduce my
parents to people, and when I read Father’s autobiography, I said to myself “I will fight again with this”. I
personally distributed 3810 copies of Father’s autobiography, and I can see the spiritual atmosphere in Las
Vegas has been changing.”

Father said, “When I became 7 or 8 years old, people who lived within 16 kms of my house often visited my
grandfather.”

“Ask your mind. Ask your mind about everything. The mind is more central than God. You need to hear the voice
of your mind. If you feel something fearful, you should not be involved. You should not do that. You can know it
without fail. For example, before you visit your friend’s house, you must be able to know if doing so is beneficial
to you or not?
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